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We present a study of QCD corrections in a class of spontaneous CP-violating models. We find that the Higgs fields which 
are responsible for the CP-violating transitions should be one order of magnitude heavier than what is expected from tree order 
estimates. This implies so large a self-coupling of the Higgs fields that it makes the use of perturbation expansion questionable. 

1. Introduction. The theoretical understanding 
of  the CP-violation phenomenon, first seen in the neu- 
tral K system, still remains an open challenge. Thus, 
although many phenomenologically acceptable mod- 
els have been proposed so far, a complete theory is 
still lacking. Among such proposals we mention the 
Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) mechanism [ 1 ] ,1,  mod- 
els based upon left-r ight  symmetries [2] ,  Higgs in- 
duced interactions [4,5],  horizontal interactions [6] 
and supersymmetry [7] , l .  However, current experi- 
mental results have put several o f  the above models 
under strain [1 ] *~. More accurate experiments will 
be needed before a definite pattern emerges. 

Here we shall reexamine a class of  models, in which 
the electroweak lagrangian, being CP-conserving, 
breaks down spontaneously and the source of  CP 
violation is the neutral Higgs particle exchange, which 
in addition induces flavour-changing neutral currents 
(FCNC). The strength of  FCNC is constrained by the 
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smallness o f  the K L - K  S mass difference and experi- 
mental limits on other flavour-changing interactions. 
Such constraints could naturally be satisfied by ex- 
tending the principle o f  natural flavour conservation 
(NFC) to the Higgs sector. The requirement o f  spon- 
taneous CP violation and NFC has been shown [5] to 
lead to real KM matrix elements leaving the theory 
with only one source o f  CP violation. However, this 
attractive possibility is confronted in a large class of  
models with the experimental data on the value o f  e 
(for a possible way out see ref. [8] ). Thus the require- 
ment of  NFC due to Higgs exchange should be relax- 
ed. Consequently, Higgs particles responsible for such 
transitions must be very heavy, a fact which could 
make the use o f  perturbation expansion questionable 
because of  the resulting large self-coupling o f  the 
Higgs field. The purpose of  the present work is the 
calculation of  the leading order QCD corrections to 
the flavour-changing interactions, and the resulting 
reevaluation o f  the Higgs masses. 

2. The model. Our analysis is quite model-indepen- 
dent as will be seen soon. However, we find the dis- 
cussion more instructive within a specific model while 
the generalization to any other of  the same class is 
self-evident. 
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We shall be using the model proposed by Branco 
and Sanda [9]. According to this model, one intro- 
duces three Higgs doublets in the standard SU(2)L 
X U(1) model and imposes a Z 3 symmetry which lead 
to the following Yukawa couplings: 

£y = ~  (g]k ~/LdPknkR + h/k'~/L'~kPkR) + h.c., (1) ],k 

where ~k = i°2¢;" The ~]L = (P], n])L are SU(2) dou- 
blets, while the right-handed components are singlets. 
The Yukawa couplings have been chosen to be real, so 
that CP is a good symmetry of the lagrangian. The 
form (1) of the Yukawa couplings is dictated by the 
following Z 3 symmetry: 

Ck ~ exp (i 21rk/3)¢k, nkR ~ exp (--i2Mc/3)nkR, 

PkR ~ exp (i27rk/3) PkR. (2) 

After spontaneous symmetry breaking the neutral 
components of the Higgs doublets acquire VEVs 

<tb 0) = (Vk/N/~)e iOk, (3) 

and one obtains the following mass terms of the up- 
and down-quarks: 

]~,k 1 " -  iO k - , -iO k , -~[n /Lg/kVk  e nkR +PjL~kVk e PkR) 

+ h.c. (4) 

One can easily notice that the phases introduced by 
the VEV, since they depend on the right-handed quark 
field indices only, can be removed by adjusting the 
phases of  these right-handed fields. The mass matrices 
can be diagonalized by means of the following trans- 
formations: 

ni _ . _ u u - (OL)/m dmL' P]L - (OL)/'m mL' 

- K  d _ -1 u nkR- ( OR)e.d.R, pkR-(K OR)kUR, (5) 
where o d ' ~  denote orthogonal matrices and Kkl = 

- i 0  ' 8kle ~. The weak left-handed charged current is 
given by 

J~L = fiiL Tu(Oe)i/diL' (6) 

where O c = (o~)TO d. Expression (6) shows that the 
vector gauge interactions are CP invariant. The only 
source of CP nonconservation is the Higgs interac- 
tion. There are two pairs of  charged Higgs fields which 
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in general lead to an effective CP-violating interaction 
due to box-diagram graphs involving one and two 
charged Higgs bosons. Since the charged Higgs are ex- 
pected to be as heavy as the neutral ones then the dom- 
inant contribution to CP violation in the K system 
comes from tree order exchanges of  five neutral Higgses 
which are left as physical particles after the spontane- 
ous symmetry breaking. (For details on SSB see ref. 
[9] .) These give neutral Higgses couple in general to 
flavour-changing neutral currents. Let us consider their 
contribution to the K L - K  s mass difference. 

A general AS = 2 effective interaction lagrangian, 
generated by Higgs exchange, is given by 

5 GF 
£AS=2 = a=l ~ -- N/~Ma2-- (~ ~LdR + ~2a §RdL)2 + h.c., 

(7) 
where M a are the masses of  the five neutral Higgses and 

1, ~2 have dimensions of  mass and are functions of 
the mixing angles entering in OL d , O d and in the re- 
definition of the Higgs fields after SSB. 

According to the above effective lagrangian the 
lowest order graphs responsible for the ~d ~ ds transi- 
tion are shown in fig. 1 corresponding to the ampli- 
tude 

c)~0 - X/r~a=l M-2 [(~)2(SLdR)(SLd R) 
a 

+ (~)2 (§Rde) (~Rde) + 2~1~2 (SRdL) (§LdR)]" 
(8) 

3. QCD corrections. We are interested in deter- 
mining the effect of QCD interactions to the above 
process. The following six dimension-4 quark opera- 
tors appearing in the operator product expansion 
(OPE) are relevant 

O R = (~LdR) (SLdR), O R = (~LXadR) (srXadR), 

(9) 

S t "~, , , , , , , , . /d R SR"~,,,/d L SR ~ , / d t  

d R ~ S L '  dL / ' ~ S R '  dR,,/~SL 

Fig. 1. Lowest order graphs responsible for the ~d ~ as transi- 
tion. 
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O L = (~RdL) ('~RdL), O L = (~RXadL) (§R Xa dL), 

O1LR = (]RdL) (SLdR), O LR = (]R~kadL) (§L~kadR), 

(9 cont'd) 
where Xa(a = 1 ..... 8) are the usual SU(3) colour ma- 
trices (Tr~aX b = {6ab). Higher order gluon exchange 
to the above operator will generate the following 
structure 

O~(L) = (~L(R)a"VdR(L)) (§L(R)O/avdR(L)), 

O LR = (~RO"VdL) (§LO.vdR), 

oR(L) = (SL(R) °"v;ka dR(L) ) (SL(R)Otw;ka dR(L))' 

O LR = (~RO"VXadL) (~L%vXadR), (10) 

where t ~  = {it3'., 3'v]" However, the operators O R(L, 
and O2 Lj can be expressed as linear combinations of 
the above operators O R(L) and O R(L) by means of the 
following Fierz-rearrangement formulae 

(o~a) ( % a )  = 8(a) ® (a) - 4(a) (a), 

(xa)(xa)=~(i)®(I)  1 b - ~(x  ) ® (xb) ,  

(1 ) (1 )  = -~(/) ® ( I )  + 2(~, a)  ® (ha) ,  ( 1 1 )  

where a = {(1 - 3'5) and I is the unit colour matrix, 
The symbol (A)(A) means (A)ii(A)k t while (A) ® (A) 
means (A)it(A)~. Obviously the same relations are 
valid fora = {(1 + 3'5)" 

Taking into account the fermionic nature of the 
spinor fields, one finally obtains 

o (L) oR(L> - 160 (L), 

oR(L) = - - ~  oR(L) -§4 oR(L)2 " (12) 

Hence the systems (oR(L), oR(L)) are separately closed 
under renormalization. 

For O LR and O LR the situation is even simpler. 
The relations 

(o~a) (o/ a') = 8(a) ® (a') - 4(3,Xa)(3'xa), 

are multiplicatively renormalized. Moreover, since 
O LR does not appear in the lowest order it can safely 
be dropped. 

The effective lagrangian takes the form 

£eff = Vt2 a=l M 2 
a 

X {~2 [cR(oR(.i.t2,g2,p2))+ cR(OR(la2,g2,p2)) ] 

a 2 L L 2 2 2 L L 2 + ~2 [CI(OI(~U 'g 'p ))+C2(O2 (~u ,g2,p2))] 

a a LR LR 2 2 2 
+ 2~ 1~2C1 (01 (gt ,g ,p ))} + h.c., (14) 

where g2,/a2 and p2 are the QCD coupling, the renor- 
malization point and an infrared cut-off respectively. 
The C-coefficients depend on gt 2 ,g2, M 2. All the oper- 
ator matrix elements are to be evaluated between ha- 
dronic states. 

Note that the Higgs-fermion couplings are strong- 
ly renormalized by the colour forces. However, since 
the same couplings are being used to fermion mass 
spectrum through SSB, these renormalizations can be 
fixed from the beginning. Thus, whenever we use gy 
we shall tacitly assume that strong corrections have 
already been taken into account. 

The renormalization group equations (RGE) that 
the C-coefficients obey are 

[~a/au + b~)  a/ag + 3, r ] d = 0, J = R, L, LR, 
(15) 

where b(g) is the 3-function associated with QCD cou- 
pling constant and ?T, 3,T and ?T R are the transpose 
matrices of the anomalous dimensions of the opera- 
tors (O R , O R), (O1L , 021") and the anomalous dimen- 
sion of o1LR, respectively. The lowest order anoma- 
lous dimension matrices can be found by evaluating 
the infinite part of the one-loop diagrams shown in 
fig. 2. The anomalous dimension matrix of the opera- 
tors O1L and O L is the same as the corresponding ma- 
trix of the operator O R and O R. Working in the Landau 

(3"Ua) ® (3"ua')= 2(a')(a), 

(3'"a') ® (3,,a) = 2(a) (a'), (13) 

where a '=  ½(1 + 75), show explicitly that O1LR O LR Fig. 2. QCD corrections to the graphs of fig. 1. 
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gauge, where the fermion wave-function renormaliza- 
tion constant, and consequently the anomalous di- 
mension of the fermion field, is zero, we obtain 

= (16) 
3'S = 3'L 1-~2 __~.7 ---~ 

with eigenvalues 3'1 = - ( g  2/16rr2) 9.68 and 3'2 = (g2/ 
16rr 2) 11.02 and for the anomalous dimension ofO~ R 

')'3 = _(g2/16rr 2) 16. (17) 

Now the effective lagrangian is given by [10] 

£ e f f = _ G F  ~ l a2 T _1 
N/~ a=l M2 {~1 CRS [¢SOR 

a 

"+ ~g2CTS-1 WSO L + 2 ~ C L R  I4"LROLR } + h.c., 

(18) 

where CT,L) = (1,0)  and CLR = 1 are the zeroth order 
( 

C-coefficients, S is a matrix which diagonalizes 3'L 
(S3'LS-1 = ")'diagonal), W is the diagonal matrix 

(exp gdg'  ~ gdg '  = diag \ f-~-- ~--~-), exp(f-~T- ~--~) W 
g g 

WLR is given by an analogous form 

WLR = exp ~" , 
g 

and 0 T, 0 T are the row vectors of the operators 

(19) 

(20) 

= (Ol oR), O1 : o l ) .  (21) 

Finally £eff takes the form 

5 aFZ) I 
£eff = -- ~ a=l M 2 

a 

X .[~2 [~2(j,12a)/g2(i.t2))'rl/2boOR 

+ (~2(M2a)/g2(la2))"r2/2bo O R ] 

+ ~ 2 [(g2(M2a)/g2(l~2))'rl/2b 00L 

+ (~g2(M2)/g2092))'r2]2bo oLI  

+ 2~al~2~,2(M2a)/g2(I.t2))~/3/2bo OLR } + h.c., (22) 

~ h,,r,~ nR(L) - nR(L) n 1 qnR(L) t')R(L) - ¢~ qnnR(L) 
, , ,~ 1 1 " 2 2 " 1 

+ O~ "v4 are the eigenvectors of the anomalous dimen- 
sion matrix. 

4. Results and conclusions. In order to use the vac- 
uum-insertion approximation [11] to the effective 
interactions (22) we recall that 

(g0[~u75d[0)(0[~u75d[K 0)_ 2 2 - f ~ m  K - A ,  

(g0 ]~75 d[0) (0[~3'5 d[~0) = 2 4 --f~mK/(m s + md)2 - B .  

(23) 
In the vacuum-insertion approximation we find 

(K,°IOIIK0) =-0 .431B,  (K°IO2IK°) = -0.014B, 

(K.0 IOLR [K 0) = - 2 B  + ½ A. (24) 

The CP-noninvariant contribution to K°-K. ° tran- 
sition due to Higgs exchanges in tree order is 

GF 5 1 im{rStea2 (~O[£CP-[KO) = - - ~  ~ - ~  ti~k~l + ~2) 
a 

a a !~aeaA +h.c.}. (25) -g1~2 ]B+6~1~2 
The dominant contribution to the CP-conserving part 
of K 0 -~0  transition is still expected to come from 
double-W exchange because M a >> M w [11 ]. An esti- 
mate of the Higgs boson mass has been obtained [9] 
by assuming that (25) is dominated by the contribu- 
tion of the lightest Higgs bosom Then one obtains ap- 
proximately 

(K°I£CP-IK°) ~ -(GF/V~)B(m2 /M2 )r2, (26) 

where r is a model-dependent suppression factor. 
From (26), the known contribution of W-W and the 
experimental value of lel one obtains 

M H --~ (30r) TeV. (27) 

Thus a suppression factor 

r = 3 X  10 -2 (28) 

is needed in order forM H to not exceed the critical 
value of ~ 1 TeV. Beyond this value the perturbation 
expansion and therefore all the analysis of spontane- 
ous CP violation does not hold. 

We find that the QCD corrected CP-noninvariant 
contribution to K0-K, 0 transition due to Higgs ex- 
change is: 
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GF ~ 5 1 2 
(~(OI£CP-IKO)=--~ a=l= M-2 Im{{($~ +$~ 

2) 

a 
X [0.4 31 (~2 (Ma2)/g2 (J~2))0"69 

+ 0.014(~2 (Ma2)/g2 ~ 2 ) ) -  0"79 ] 

- 

+~ a a -2 2 2 2 1 14 
~l~J2(~ (M~)/g (la )) " A +h.c.]}, (29) 

where/a " 1 GeV. Within the same approximations 
that eqs. (27), (28) have been obtained we find that 
when QCD corrections are taken into account 

MHQCD --~(500r) TeV, r ' 2  X 10 - 3 .  (30) 

This result being one order o f  magnitude different 
from the tree order one rules out  the models proposed 
so far in which the only source Of CP violation is the 
heavy Higgs exchange. Though we have used the 
framework of  a particular model it is clear that  the 
size of  the corrections is model , independent  in this 
class of  models. Of course in eqs, (25), (29) various 
unknown mixing angles enter. Therefore it is in prin- 
ciple possible that somebody could construct  a clever 
model which could take care of  a suppression factor 
of  order 10 - 3  . However, what our calculation sug- 
gests is that whenever, in a reasonable approximation,  
a heavy Higgs ( 1 - 1 0 0  TeV) is needed in tree order to 
account for CP violation the QCD corrected calcula- 
t ion requires a Higgs at least one order of  magnitude 
( 1 0 - 1 3  times) heavier. 

We would like to thank A.J. Buras, B. Guberina, 
J. Kubo and especially J.-M. G6rard for discussions. 
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